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1 IntroductionInterior-point algorithms for convex quadratic programming have been studied for decades by many re-searchers. One of the earliest and well-known algorithms was proposed by Dikin [6]. After Karmarkar'spioneer work on interior-point polynomial algorithm for linear programming [14], interior-point poly-nomial algorithms for convex quadratic programming have been investigated by many researchers. Forexample, Ye and Tse [26] extended Karmarkar's algorithm and proved that it has polynomial complexitybound O(n log(1=�)). Monteiro and Adler proposed a di�erent algorithm [18] and improved the complex-ity bound to O(pn log(1=�)). However, these algorithms do not use higher-order information which isbelieved intuitively (and demonstrated by numerical test) to be useful in practical implementation [15].Monteiro, Adler, and Resende [19] proposed a higher-order algorithm and showed that it has complex-ity bound O(n 12 (1+ 1r ) log(1=�)), where r � 1 is the order of derivatives. Similar to many other higher-orderalgorithms which have been proposed for linear programming and convex quadratic programming, thisalgorithm searches optimizers along a straight line which is the linear combination of the �rst order andhigher order derivatives of the central path. It is worthwhile to indicate that although this algorithmmay be more eÆcient than the one proposed earlier by the authors [18], the complexity bound of thehigher-order algorithm is worse than the one in [18]. [9] considered multiple centrality corrections forlinear programming and provided numerical results to demonstrate the potential bene�t of higher-ordermethod, but [9] did not show the polynomiality of this method.A great deal of research on the in�nitesimal approximation of central path using higher-order deriv-atives has been done, for example, [2]. Searching optimizers along some in�nitesimal approximation ofcentral path, such as power series approximation, has also been investigated [15]. But there is few litera-ture to show computational superiority of arc-search. Also, there is few literature to report computationalexperience of polynomial algorithms for convex quadratic programming.On the other hand, interior point algorithms implemented in popular software, such as MPC [23] forlinear programming, HOPDM [1] for quadratic programming, LOQO [22] for quadratic and nonlinearprogramming, are not proved to be polynomial.Recently, [24] suggested approximating the central path by using ellipse, and developed an algorithmfor linear programming which searches optimizers along the ellipse. [25] proposed a polynomial algorithmwith complexity bound O(pn log(1=�)) for linear programming which searches optimizers along ellipseand uses correction step. It also provided some promising computational results compared to MPC.This paper extends the arc-search techniques developed in [25] to path-following interior-point methodfor convex quadratic programming. We will show that the algorithm has polynomial complexity boundO(pn log(1=�)) which is better than the higher-order algorithm proposed in [19]. Since higher-orderinformation is used in the construction of the search path, we expect that the algorithm is more eÆcientthan [6, 18, 26] in practice. A MATLAB code is implemented for the algorithm. A simple example isused to demonstrate how this algorithm works. A small set of quadratic programming test problemsoriginating from [13] is used to test the algorithm developed here. The result is compared to the oneobtained by LOQO [10]. This preliminary result shows that the proposed algorithm is promising becauseit uses fewer iterations in all seven tested problems than the iterations LOQO uses.Throughout the paper, we will use notations adopted in [24]. We denote n-dimensional vector spaceby Rn, n � m-dimensional matrix space by Rn�m, Hadamard (element-wise) product of two vectorsx 2 Rn and s 2 Rn by x Æ s, the ith component of x by xi, element-wise division of the two vectorsby xs if min jsij > 0, the Euclidean norm of x by kxk, the identity matrix of any dimension by I , thevector of all ones with appropriate dimension by e, the transpose of matrix A 2 Rm�n by AT 2 Rn�m,element-wise absolute value vector by jxj = [jx1j; : : : ; jxnj]T, an orthogonal base of the null space of A byÂ 2 Rn�m. To make the notation simple for block column vectors, we will denote, for example, [xT; sT]Tby (x; s). For x 2 Rn, we will denote a related diagonal matrix by X 2 Rn�n whose diagonal elementsare components of the vector x. For a matrix H 2 Rn�n, we use H � 0 if H is positive semide�nite, andH > 0 if H is positive de�nite. Finally, we de�ne an initial point of any algorithm by x0, the point afterthe kth iteration by xk.
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2 Problem DescriptionConsider the Convex Quadratic Programming (QP) in the standard form:(QP ) min 12xTHx+ cTx; subject to Ax = b; x � 0; (1)where 0 � H 2 Rn�n is a positive semide�nite matrix, A 2 Rm�n, b 2 Rm, c 2 Rn are given, and x 2 Rnis the vector to be optimized. Associated with the quadratic programming is the dual programming (DP)that is also presented in the standard form:(DP ) max � 12xTHx+ bT�; subject to �Hx+AT�+ s = c; s � 0; x � 0; (2)where � 2 Rm is the dual variable vector, and s 2 Rn is the dual slack vector.Denote the feasible set F as a collection of all points that meet the constraints of (QP) and (DP).F = f(x; �; s) : Ax = b; AT�+ s�Hx = c; (x; s) � 0g; (3)and the strictly feasible set Fo as a collection of all points that meet the constraints of (QP) and (DP)and are strictly positiveFo = f(x; �; s) : Ax = b; AT�+ s�Hx = c; (x; s) > 0g: (4)Throughout the paper, we make the following assumptions.Assumptions:1. A is a full rank matrix.2. Fo is not empty.Assumption 1 is the standard Linear Independence Constraint Quali�cation (LICQ). Assumption 2 im-plies existence of a central path. Since 1 � m, assumption 2 implies 2 � n. It is well known that x 2 Rnis an optimal solution of (1) if and only if x, �, and s meet the following KKT conditionsAx = b (5a)AT�+ s�Hx = c (5b)xisi = 0; i = 1; : : : ; n (5c)(x; s) � 0: (5d)For convex (QP) problem, KKT condition is also suÆcient for x to be a global optimal solution. Similar tothe linear programming, the central path following algorithm proposed here tries to search the optimizers(located at the boundary of F) along an arc that is an approximation of the central path C 2 Fo � F ,where the central path C is parameterized by a scalar � > 0 as follows. For each interior point (x; �; s)on the central path, there is a � > 0 such that Ax = b (6a)AT�+ s�Hx = c (6b)xisi = �; i = 1; : : : ; n (6c)(x; s) > 0: (6d)Therefore, the central path is an arc in R2n+m parameterized as a function of � and is denoted asC = f(x(�); �(�); s(�)) : � > 0g: (7)As � ! 0, the moving point (x(�); �(�); s(�)) on the central path represented by (6) approaches to thesolution of (QP) represented by (1). 3



3 An Arc-search Algorithm for Convex Quadratic ProgrammingLet 1 > � > 0, and � = xTsn : (8)We denoteN2(�) = f(x; �; s) : Ax = b; �Hx+AT�+ s = c; (x; s) > 0; kx Æ s� �ek � ��g � Fo: (9)For (x; �; s) 2 N2(�), since (1� �)� � xisi � (1 + �)�, we havexisi1 + � � maxi xisi1 + � � � � mini xisi1� � � xisi1� � : (10)The idea of arc-search proposed in this paper is very simple. The algorithm starts from a feasible pointin N2(�) close to the central path, constructs an arc that passes through the point and approximates thecentral path, searches along the arc to a new point in a larger area N2(2�) that reduces the duality gapxTs and meets (6a), (6b), and (6d). The process is repeated by �nding a better point close to the centralpath or on the central path in N2(�) that simultaneously meets (6a), (6b), and (6d).We will use an ellipse E [7] in 2n+m dimensional space to approximate the central path C describedby (6), where E = f(x(�); �(�); s(�)) : (x(�); �(�); s(�)) = ~a cos(�) +~b sin(�) + ~cg; (11)~a 2 R2n+m and ~b 2 R2n+m are the axes of the ellipse, and they are perpendicular to each other,~c 2 R2n+m is the center of the ellipse. Given a point y = (x; �; s) = (x(�0); �(�0); s(�0)) 2 E which isclose to or on the central path, ~a, ~b, ~c are functions of �, y, _y, and �y, where _y and �y are de�ned as24 A 0 0�H AT IS 0 X 3524 _x_�_s 35 = 24 00x Æ s 35 ; (12)24 A 0 0�H AT IS 0 X 3524 �x���s 35 = 24 00�2 _x Æ _s 35 : (13)It has been shown in [24] that one can avoid the calculation of ~a, ~b, and ~c in the expression of theellipse. The following formulas are used instead.Theorem 3.1 Let (x(�); �(�); s(�)) be an arc de�ned by (11) passing through a point (x; �; s) 2 E, andits �rst and second derivatives at (x; �; s) be ( _x; _�; _s) and (�x; ��; �s) which are de�ned by (12) and (13).Then an ellipse approximation of the central path is given byx(�) = x� _x sin(�) + �x(1� cos(�)): (14)�(�) = �� _� sin(�) + ��(1� cos(�)): (15)s(�) = s� _s sin(�) + �s(1� cos(�)): (16)Assuming (x; s) > 0, one can easily see that if _xx , �xx , _ss , and �ss are bounded (we will show that this istrue), and if � is small enough, then x(�) > 0 and s(�) > 0. We will also show that searching along thisarc will reduce the duality gap, i.e., �(�) = x(�)Ts(�)n < �.Lemma 3.1 Let (x; �; s) be a strictly feasible point of (QP) and (DP), ( _x; _�; _s) and (�x; ��; �s) meet (12)and (13), (x(�); �(�); s(�)) be calculated using (14), (15), and (16), then the following conditions hold.Ax(�) = b; AT�(�) + s(�) �Hx(�) = c:4



Proof: Since (x; �; s) is a strict feasible point, the result follows from direct calculation by using (4),(12), (13), and Theorem 3.1.Lemma 3.2 Let _x, _s, �x, and �s be de�ned in (12) and (13), and H be positive semide�nite matrix. Thenthe following relations hold. _xT _s = _xTH _x � 0; (17)�xT�s = �xTH�x � 0: (18)�xT _s = _xT�s = _xTH�x: (19)�( _xT _s)(1� cos(�))2 � (�xT�s) sin2(�)� (�xT _s+ _xT�s) sin(�)(1� cos(�))� ( _xT _s)(1� cos(�))2 + (�xT�s) sin2(�): (20)�( _xT _s) sin2(�) � (�xT�s)(1� cos(�))2� (�xT _s+ _xT�s) sin(�)(1� cos(�))� ( _xT _s) sin2(�) + (�xT�s)(1� cos(�))2: (21)For � = �2 , (20) and (21) reduce to� � _xT _s+ �xT�s� � (�xT _s+ _xT�s) � _xT _s+ �xT�s: (22)Proof: Pre-multiplying _xT to the second rows of (12) and pre-multiplying �xT to the second rows of (13),then using the �rst rows of (12) and (13) gives _xT _s = _xTH _x and �xT�s = �xTH�x. (17) and (18) follow fromthe fact that H is positive semide�nite. Pre-multiply �xT in the second row of (12) and using the �rstrow of (13), we have �xTH _x = �xT _s:Pre-multiply _xT in the second row of (13) and using the �rst row of (12), we have_xT�s = _xTH�x = �xT _s:This gives, ( _x(1� cos(�)) + �x sin(�))TH( _x(1� cos(�)) + �x sin(�))= ( _xTH _x)(1� cos(�))2 + 2( _xTH�x) sin(�)(1� cos(�)) + (�xTH�x) sin2(�)= ( _xT _s)(1� cos(�))2 + (�xT�s) sin2(�) + (�xT _s+ _xT�s) sin(�)(1 � cos(�)) � 0;which is the �rst inequality of (20), and( _x(1� cos(�)) � �x sin(�))TH( _x(1� cos(�))� �x sin(�))= ( _xTH _x)(1� cos(�))2 � 2( _xTH�x) sin(�)(1� cos(�)) + (�xTH�x) sin2(�)= ( _xT _s)(1� cos(�))2 + (�xT�s) sin2(�) � (�xT _s+ _xT�s) sin(�)(1 � cos(�)) � 0;which is the second inequality of (20). Replacing _x(1�cos(�)) and �x sin(�) by _x sin(�) and �x(1�cos(�)),and following the same method, we can obtain (21).Two simple Lemmas will be used. The �rst one is given in [24].Lemma 3.3 Let p > 0, q > 0, and r > 0. If p+ q � r, then pq � r24 .The second Lemma is very useful and proved in [17].5



Lemma 3.4 Let u, v, and w be real vectors of same size satisfying u+ v = w and uTv � 0. Then,2kuk � kvk � kuk2 + kvk2 � kuk2 + kvk2 + 2uTv = ku+ vk2 = kwk2: (23)Lemma 3.5 Let (x; �; s) 2 N2(�) and ( _x; _�; _s) meet (12). Then, _xx2 +  _ss2 � n1� � ; (24) _xx2 _ss2 � � n2(1� �)�2 ; (25)0 � _xT _s� � n(1 + �)2(1� �) := c1n: (26)Proof: From the last row of (12), we haveS _x+X _s = XSe() X� 12S 12 _x+X 12S� 12 _s = X 12S 12 e:Let u = X� 12S 12 _x, v = X 12S� 12 _s, and w = X 12S 12 e, from Lemma 3.2, uTv � 0. Using Lemma 3.4, wehave kuk2 + kvk2 = nXi=1 _x2i sixi + nXi=1 _s2i xisi � kX 12S 12 ek2 = n�:Dividing both sides of the inequality by minj sjxj and using (10) givesnXi=1 _x2ix2i + nXi=1 _s2is2i � n�minj sjxj � n1� � ;or equivalently  _xx2 +  _ss2 � n1� � :This proves (24). Combining (24) and Lemma 3.3 yields _xx2 _ss2 � � n2(1� �)�2 :This leads to,  _xx _ss � n2(1� �) : (27)Therefore, using (10) and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields_xT _s� � j _xjTj _sj� � (1 + �) j _xjTj _sjmaxi xisi � (1 + �)� j _xjx �T� j _sjs � � (1 + �) _xx _ss � n(1 + �)2(1� �) ; (28)which is the second inequality of (26). From Lemma 3.2, _xT _s = _xTH _x � 0, we have the �rst inequalityof (26).Lemma 3.6 Let (x; �; s) 2 N2(�), ( _x; _�; _s) and (�x; ��; �s) meet (12) and (13). Then �xx2 +  �ss2 � (1 + �)n2(1� �)3 : (29)0 � �xT�s� � n2(1 + �)22(1� �)3 := c2n2: (30)��� _xT�s� ��� � n 32 (1 + �) 32(1� �)2 := c3n 32 ; ��� �xT _s� ��� � n 32 (1 + �) 32(1� �)2 := c3n 32 : (31)6



Proof: Similar to the proof of Lemma 3.5, from the last row of (13), we haveS�x+X�s = �2 ( _x Æ _s)() X� 12S 12 �x+X 12S� 12 �s = �2X�12S� 12 ( _x Æ _s) ;Let u = X� 12S 12 �x, v = X 12S� 12 �s, and w = �2X�12S� 12 ( _x Æ _s), from Lemma 3.2, uTv � 0. Using Lemma3.4, we have kuk2 + kvk2 = nXi=1 �x2i sixi + nXi=1 �s2ixisi � �2X�12S� 12 ( _x Æ _s)2 = 4 nXi=1 � _x2ixi _s2isi �Dividing both sides of the inequality by � and using (10) gives(1� �) nXi=1 �x2ix2i + nXi=1 �s2is2i ! � 4(1 + �) nXi=1 � _x2ix2i _s2is2i �! ;or equivalently  �xx2 +  �ss2 � 41 + �1� � _xx Æ _ss2 � (1 + �)n2(1� �)3 :Therefore,  �xx2 �ss2 � 14 � (1 + �)n2(1� �)3 �2 ;and �xT�s� � j�xjTj�sj� � (1 + �) j�xjTj�sjmaxi xisi � (1 + �)� j�xjx �T � j�sjs � � (1 + �) �xx �ss � n2(1 + �)22(1� �)3 ;which is the second inequality of (30). From Lemma 3.2, �xT�s = �xTH�x � 0, we have the �rst inequalityof (30). Similarly, it is easy to show (31).We will use a lemma in [24].Lemma 3.7 For � 2 [0; �2 ], sin(�) � sin2(�) � 1� cos(�):Lemma 3.8 Let (x; �; s) 2 N2(�), ( _x; _�; _s) and (�x; ��; �s) meet (12) and (13). Let x(�) and s(�) be de�nedby (14) and (16). Then,�(1� sin(�)) � 1n�( _xT _s) sin4(�) + ( _xT _s) sin2(�)���(�) = �(1� sin(�)) + 1n���xT�s� _xT _s� (1� cos(�))2 � � _xT�s+ _sT�x� sin(�)(1� cos(�))���(1� sin(�)) + 1n�(�xT�s) sin4(�) + (�xT�s) sin2(�)�: (32)
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Proof: Using (14) and (16), we haven�(�) = xT(�)s(�)=�xT � _xT sin(�) + �xT(1� cos(�))��s� _s sin(�) + �s(1� cos(�))�=xTs� xT _s sin(�) + xT�s(1� cos(�))� _xTs sin(�) + _xT _s sin2(�) � _xT�s sin(�)(1� cos(�))+ �xTs(1� cos(�))� �xT _s sin(�)(1� cos(�)) + �xT�s(1� cos(�))2=xTs� (xT _s+ sT _x) sin(�) + (xT�s+ sT�x)(1� cos(�))� ( _xT�s+ _sT�x) sin(�)(1� cos(�)) + _xT _s sin2(�) + �xT�s(1� cos(�))2=n�(1� sin(�)) � 2 _xT _s(1� cos(�)) use last rows of (12) and (13)� ( _xT�s+ _sT�x) sin(�)(1� cos(�))+ _xT _s(1� cos2(�)) + �xT�s(1� cos(�))2=n�(1� sin(�)) + (�xT�s� _xT _s)(1� cos(�))2� ( _xT�s+ _sT�x) sin(�)(1� cos(�)) (33)�n�(1� sin(�)) + (�xT�s� _xT _s)(1� cos(�))2+ ( _xT _s)(1� cos(�))2 + (�xT�s) sin2(�) use (20) in Lemma 3.2�n��1� sin(�)�+ (�xT�s) sin4(�) + (�xT�s) sin2(�) use Lemma 3.7�n��1� sin(�) + c2n sin2(�) + c2n sin4(�)�: use Lemma 3.6This proves the second inequality of the lemma. Combining (33) and (21) proves the �rst inequality ofthe lemma.To keep all iterates of the algorithm inside the feasible set, we need (x(�); s(�)) > 0 in all theiterations. We will prove that this is guaranteed if �(�) > 0 holds. The following corollary states thecondition for �(�) > 0 to hold.Corollary 3.1 If � > 0, then for any �xed � 2 (0; 1), there is an �� depending on �, such that for anysin(�) � sin(��), �(�) > 0. In particular, if � = 0:148, sin(��) � 0:6286.Proof: Since �(�) � ��(1� sin(�) � 1n��( _xT _s) sin4(�) + ( _xT _s) sin2(�)��� ��(1� sin(�) � (1 + �)2(1� �)�sin4(�) + sin2(�)�� := �r(�);� > 0, and r(�) is a monotonic decreasing function in [0; �2 ] with r(0) > 0, r(�2 ) < 0, there is a uniquereal solution sin(��) 2 (0; 1) of r(�) = 0 such that for all sin(�) < sin(��), r(�) > 0 , or �(�) > 0. It iseasy to see that if � = 0:148, sin(��) = 0:6286 is the solution of r(�) = 0.For linear programming, it is known [24] that �(�) � � for � 2 [0; �̂] with �̂ = �2 , and the largerthe � in the interval is, the smaller the �(�) will be. This claim is not true for the convex quadraticprogramming and it needs to be modi�ed as follows.Lemma 3.9 Let (x; �; s) 2 N2(�), ( _x; _�; _s) and (�x; ��; �s) meet (12) and (13). Let x(�) and s(�) be de�nedby (14) and (16). Then, there exists �̂ = 8><>: �2 ; if �xT�sn� � 12sin�1(g); if �xT�sn� > 12 (34)8



where g = 3vuut n�2�xT�s +s� n�2�xT�s�2 +�13�3 + 3vuut n�2�xT�s �s� n�2�xT�s�2 +�13�3;such that for every � 2 [0; �̂], �(�) � �.Proof: From the second inequality of (32), we have�(�)� � � � sin(�)��1 + �xT�sn� sin(�) + �xT�sn� sin3(�)� :Clearly, if �xT�sn� � 12 , for any � 2 [0; �2 ], the functionf(�) := ��1 + �xT�sn� sin(�) + �xT�sn� sin3(�)� � 0;and �(�) � �. If �xT�sn� > 12 , the function f has one real solution sin(�) 2 (0; 1) (see [21]). The solution isgiven as sin(�̂) = 3vuut n�2�xT�s +s� n�2�xT�s�2 +�13�3 + 3vuut n�2�xT�s �s� n�2�xT�s�2 +�13�3:This proves the Lemma.According to Theorem 3.1, Lemmas 3.1, 3.5, 3.6, and 3.8, if � is small enough, then (x(�); s(�)) > 0,and �(�) < �, i.e., the search along the arc de�ned by Theorem 3.1 will generate a strict feasible pointwith smaller duality gap. Since (x; s) > 0 holds in all iterations, reducing duality gap to zero meansapproaching to the solution of the convex quadratic programming. We will apply a similar idea used in[16, 24], i.e., starting with an iterate in N2(�), searching along the approximated central path to reducethe duality gap and to keep the iterate in N2(2�), and then making a correction to move the iterate backto N2(�). First we will introduce the following notations.a0 = ���;a1 = ��;a2 = 2� _xT _sn = 2� _xTH _xn ;a3 =  _x Æ �s+ _s Æ �x� 1n ( _xT�s+ _sT�x)e =qk _x Æ �s+ _s Æ �xk2 � n( _xT�s+ _sT�x);a4 = �x Æ �s� _s Æ _x� 1n (�xT�s� _sT _x)e+ 2� _xT _sn =qk�x Æ �s� _s Æ _xk2 � n(�xT�s� _sT _x) + 2� _xTH _xn ;and a quartic polynomial in terms of sin(�)q(�) = a4 sin4(�) + a3 sin3(�) + a2 sin2(�) + a1 sin(�) + a0 = 0: (35)Since q(�) is a monotonic increasing function of � 2 [0; �2 ], q(0) < 0 and q(�2 ) � 0, the polynomialhas exactly one positive root in [0; �2 ]. Moreover, since (35) is a quartic equation, all the solutions areanalytical and the computational cost is independent of the size of A (n and m) and is negligible [12].Lemma 3.10 Let � � 0:148 and (xk ; �k; sk) 2 N2(�), ( _x; _�; _s) and (�x; ��; �s) be calculated from (12) and(13). Let sin(~�) be the only positive real solution of (35) in [0; 1]. Assume sin(�) � minfsin(~�); sin(��)g,let (x(�); �(�); s(�)) and �(�) be updated as follows(x(�); �(�); s(�)) = (xk ; �k; sk)� ( _x; _�; _s) sin(�) + (�x; ��; �s)(1� cos(�)); (36)�(�) = �k(1� sin(�)) + 1n �(�xT�s� _xT _s)(1� cos(�))2 � ( _xT�s+ _sT�x) sin(�)(1� cos(�))� : (37)Then (x(�); �(�); s(�)) 2 N2(2�). 9



Proof: Since sin(~�) is the only positive real solution of (35) in [0; 1] and q(0) < 0, substituting a0; a1; a2; a3and a4 into (35), we have, for all sin(�) � sin(~�),��x Æ �s� _s Æ _x� 1n(�xT�s� _sT _x)e� sin4(�) +� _x Æ �s+ _s Æ �x� 1n ( _xT�s+ _sT�x)e� sin3(�)���2� _xT _sn � sin4(�) ��2� _xT _sn � sin2(�) + ��k(1� sin(�)): (38)From (36) and (37), using Lemmas 3.7, 3.8 and (38), we havex(�) Æ s(�)� �(�)e=(xk Æ sk � �ke)(1� sin(�)) +��x Æ �s� _x Æ _s� 1n(�xT�s� _xT _s)e� (1� cos(�))2�� _x Æ �s+ _s Æ �x� 1n ( _xT�s+ �xT _s)e� sin(�)(1� cos(�))�(1� sin(�))xk Æ sk � �ke+ (�x Æ �s� _x Æ _s� 1n (�xT�s� _xT _s))e(1� cos(�))2+ ( _x Æ �s+ _s Æ �x� 1n ( _xT�s+ �xT _s)e sin(�)(1 � cos(�))���k(1� sin(�)) + (�x Æ �s� _x Æ _s� 1n (�xT�s� _xT _s))e sin4(�) + a3 sin3(�)�2��k(1� sin(�)) � �2� _xT _sn �(sin4(�) + sin2(�))�2��(�): (39)Hence, the point (x(�); �(�); s(�)) satis�es the proximity condition for N2(2�). To check the positivitycondition (x(�); s(�)) > 0, note that the initial condition (x; s) > 0. It follows from (39) and Corollary3.1 that, for � � 0:148 and sin(�) � sin(��),xi(�)si(�) � (1� 2�)�(�) > 0: (40)Therefore, we cannot have xi(�) = 0 or si(�) = 0 for any index i when � 2 [0; sin�1(��)]. This proves(x(�); s(�)) > 0.Remark 3.1 It is worthwhile to note that sin(~�) is selected for the proximity condition (39) to hold, andsin(��) is selected for �(�) > 0, thereby assuring the positivity condition (40) to hold.sin(��) is estimated in Corollary 3.1. To estimate the lower bound of sin(~�), we need the followinglemma.Lemma 3.11 Let (x; �; s) 2 N2(�), ( _x; _�; _s) and (�x; ��; �s) meet (12) and (13). Then _x Æ _s � �(1 + �)2(1� �) n; (41)�x Æ �s � (1 + �)2�2(1� �)3 n2; (42)�x Æ _s � (1 + �) 32 �(1� �)2 n 32 ; (43) _x Æ �s � (1 + �) 32 �(1� �)2 n 32 : (44)10



Proof: Since  _xx2 = nXi=1 � _xixi�2 ;  _ss2 = nXi=1 � _sisi�2 ;From Lemma 3.5, we have � n2(1� �)�2�  _xx2 _ss2 =  nXi=1 � _xixi�2! nXi=1 � _sisi�2!� nXi=1 � _xixi _sisi�2 =  _xx Æ _ss2� nXi=1 � _xi _si(1 + �)��2 = 1(1 + �)2�2  _x Æ _s2:This proves (41). Using  �xx2 = nXi=1 � �xixi�2 ;  �ss2 = nXi=1 � �sisi�2 ;and Lemma 3.6, then following the same procedure, it is easy to verify (42). From (24) and (29), we have� n(1� �)�� (1 + �)n2(1� �)3 ��  �xx2 _ss2 +  _xx2 �ss2=  nXi=1 � �xixi�2! nXi=1 � _sisi�2!+ nXi=1 � _xixi�2! nXi=1 � �sisi�2!� nXi=1 � �xi _sixisi�2 + nXi=1 � _xi �sixisi�2� nXi=1 � �xi _si(1 + �)��2 + nXi=1 � _xi �si(1 + �)��2= 1(1 + �)2�2 ��x Æ _s2 +  _x Æ �s2� : (45)This proves the lemma.Lemma 3.12 Let � � 0:148. Then sin(~�) � 2�pn for n � 2.Proof: First notice that q(sin(�)) is a monotonic increasing function of sin(�) for � 2 [0; �2 ] andq(sin(0)) < 0, therefore, we need only to show that q( 2�pn ) < 0 for � � 0:148 and n � 2. Using thefact that  _x Æ �s+ _s Æ �x� 1n ( _xT�s+ _sT�x) �  _x Æ �s+  _s Æ �x;�x Æ �s� _s Æ _x� 1n (�xT�s� _sT _x) � �x Æ �s+  _s Æ _x;
11



and Lemmas 3.11, 3.5, and 3.6, we have, for � 2 [0; �2 ],q(sin(�)) ���x Æ �s+  _s Æ _x+ 2� _xT _sn � sin4(�) + � _x Æ �s+  _s Æ �x� sin3(�)+ 2� _xT _sn sin2(�) + �� sin(�) � ������ (1 + �)22(1� �)3 n2 + n(1 + �)2(1� �) + �(1 + �)(1� �) � sin4(�) + 2(1 + �) 32(1� �)2 n 32 sin3(�)+ �(1 + �)(1� �) sin2(�) + � sin(�)� ��:Substituting sin(�) = 2�pn givesq� 2�pn� ���� (1 + �)22(1� �)3 n2 + n(1 + �)2(1� �) + �(1 + �)(1� �) � 16�4n2 + 2(1 + �) 32n 32(1� �)2 8�3n 32+ �(1 + �)(1� �) 4�2n + � 2�pn � ��=���8�3(1 + �)2(1� �)3 + 8�3(1 + �)n(1� �) + 16�4(1 + �)(1� �)n2+ 16�2(1 + �) 32(1� �)2 + 4�2(1 + �)n(1� �) + 2�pn � 1� := ��p(�): (46)Since p(�) is monotonic increasing function of �, p(0) < 0, n � 2, and it is easy to verify that p(0:148) < 0for n = 2, this proves the lemma.To move the iterate back to N2(�), we use the direction de�ned by24 A 0 0�H AT IS(�) 0 X(�) 3524 �x���s 35 = 24 00�(�)e� x(�) Æ s(�) 35 ; (47)and we update (xk+1; �k+1; sk+1) and �k+1 by(xk+1; �k+1; sk+1) = (x(�); �(�); s(�)) + (�x;��;�s); (48)�k+1 = xk+1Tsk+1n : (49)Now, we show that the correction step brings the iterate from N2(2�) back to N2(�). The nexttechnical lemma is from [23, page 88].Lemma 3.13 Let u and v are vectors of the same dimension, and uTv � 0. Thenku Æ vk � 2� 32 ku+ vk2:Lemma 3.14 Let (x(�); �(�); s(�)) 2 N2(2�) and (�x;��;�s) be de�ned as in (47). Let (xk+1; �k+1; sk+1)be updated by using (48). Then, for � � 0:148 and sin(�) � sin(��), (xk+1; �k+1; sk+1) 2 N2(�).Proof: First, it is easy to see0 � �x Æ�s� 1n (�xT�s)e2 = k�x Æ�sk2 � n� 1n�xT�s�2 � k�x Æ�sk2: (50)Let D = X 12 (�)S� 12 (�). Pre-multiplying �X(�)S(�)�� 12 in the last row of (47) yieldsD�s+D�1�x = �X(�)S(�)�� 12��(�)e�X(�)S(�)e�:12



Let u = D�s, v = D�1�x, use the technical lemma and the assumption of (x(�); �(�); s(�)) 2 N2(2�),we have �x Æ�s = u Æ v � 2� 32 �X(�)S(�)�� 12 ��(�)e�X(�)S(�)e�2= 2� 32 nXi=1 (�(�)� xi(�)si(�))2xi(�)si(�)� 2� 32 k�(�)e� x(�) Æ s(�)k2mini xi(�)si(�)� 2� 32 (2�)2�(�)2(1� 2�)�(�) = 2 12 �2�(�)(1� 2�) : (51)De�ne (xk+1(t); sk+1(t)) = (x(�); s(�)) + t(�x;�s). Using the last row of (47), we have�k+1(t) = �x(�) + t�x�T�s(�) + t�s�n = x(�)Ts(�) + t2�xT�sn = �(�) + t2�xT�sn :Using this relation and (50), (51), and Lemma 3.16, we havexk+1(t) Æ sk+1(t)� �k+1(t)e= (x(�) + t�x) Æ (s(�) + t�s)� �(�)e � t2n�xT�se= x(�) Æ s(�) + t(�(�)e� x(�) Æ s(�)) + t2�x Æ�s� �(�)e � t2n�xT�se= (1� t) (x(�) Æ s(�)� �(�)e) + t2��x Æ�s� 1n�xT�se�� (1� t)(2�)�(�) + t2 2 12 �2(1� 2�)�(�)�  (1� t)(2�) + t2 2 12 �2(1� 2�)!�k+1 := f(t; �)�k+1: (52)Therefore, taking t = 1 gives xk+1 Æ sk+1 � �k+1e � 2 12 �2(1�2�)�k+1. It is easy to see that, for � � 0:29,2 12 �2(1� 2�) � �:For � � 0:148 and t 2 [0; 1], noticing 0 � f(t; �) � f(t; 0:148) � 0:296(1� t) + 0:044t2 < 1, and usingCorollary 3.1, we have, for an additional condition sin(�) � sin�1(��),xk+1i (t)sk+1i (t) � (1� f(t; �))�k+1(t)= (1� f(t; �))��(�) + t2n�xT�s�� (1� f(t; �))�(�)> 0; (53)Therefore, (xk+1(t); sk+1(t)) > 0 for t 2 [0; 1], i.e., (xk+1; sk+1) > 0. This �nishes the proof.Next, we show that the combined step (searching along the arc in N2(2�) and moving back to N2(�))will reduce the duality gap of the iterate, i.e., �k+1 < �k, if we select some appropriate � and �.13



Lemma 3.15 Let (x(�); �(�); s(�)) 2 N2(2�) and (�x;��;�s) be de�ned as in (47). Then0 � �xT�sn � 2�2(1 + 2�)n(1� 2�)2 �(�) := c0n �(�): (54)Proof: First, pre-multiply �xT in the second row of (47) and applying the �rst row of (47) gives 0 ��xTH�x = �xT�s, which is the �rst inequality of (54). From the third row of (47), we haveS(�)�x +X(�)�s = �(�)e�X(�)S(�)e:Multiplying both sides by X� 12 (�)S� 12 (�) givesX� 12 (�)S 12 (�)�x +X 12 (�)S� 12 (�)�s = X� 12 (�)S� 12 (�)��(�)e�X(�)S(�)e�:Using Lemma 3.4 and the assumption of (x(�); �(�); s(�)) 2 N2(2�), we havenXi=1 � (�xi)2si(�)xi(�) + (�si)2xi(�)si(�) �� nXi=1 (�(�) � xi(�)si(�))2xi(�)si(�)�Pni=1(�(�) � xi(�)si(�))2mini xi(�)si(�)� (2�)2�2(�)(1� 2�)�(�) = (2�)2�(�)(1� 2�) : (55)Dividing both sides by �(�) and using xi(�)si(�) � �(�)(1� 2�) yieldsnXi=1(1� 2�)� (�xi)2x2i (�) + (�si)2s2i (�) �=(1� 2�)� �xx(�)2 +  �ss(�)2�� (2�)2(1� 2�) ; (56)i.e.,  �xx(�)2 +  �ss(�)2 � � 2�1� 2��2 : (57)Invoking Lemma 3.3, we have  �xx(�)2 �  �ss(�)2 � 14 � 2�1� 2��4 : (58)This gives  �xx(�) �  �ss(�) � 2�2(1� 2�)2 : (59)14



Using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have(�x)T(�s)�(�)� nXi=1 j�xijj�sij�(�)�(1 + 2�) nXi=1 j�xijxi(�) j�sijsi(�)=(1 + 2�)��� �xx(�) ���T��� �ss(�) ����(1 + 2�) �xx(�) �  �ss(�)�2�2(1 + 2�)(1� 2�)2 : (60)Therefore, (�x)T(�s)n � 2�2(1 + 2�)n(1� 2�)2 �(�): (61)This proves the lemma.Lemma 3.16 Let (x(�); �(�); s(�)) 2 N2(2�) and (�x;��;�s) be de�ned as in (47). Let (xk+1; �k+1; sk+1)be de�ned as in (48). Then�(�) � �k+1 := xk+1Tsk+1n � �(�)�1 + 2�2(1 + 2�)n(1� 2�)2 � = �(�)�1 + c0n �Proof: Using the third row of (47), we have x(�)T�s+s(�)T�xn = 0. From Lemma 3.15, it is thereforestraightforward to obtain�(�) � x(�)Ts(�)n + 1n�xT�s = (x(�) + �x)T(s(�) + �s)n = �k+1 � �(�) + 2�2(1 + 2�)n(1� 2�)2 �(�):This proves the lemma.For linear programming, it is known [24] that �k+1 = �(�). This claim is not always true for theconvex quadratic programming as is pointed out in Lemma 3.16. Therefore, some extra work is neededto make sure that the duality gap will be reduced in every iteration.Lemma 3.17 For � � 0:148, if sin(�) = �pn; (62)then �k+1 < �k. Moreover, for sin(�) = �pn ,�k+1 � �k �1� 0:148�pn � : (63)
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Proof: From Lemmas 3.16, 3.8, 3.7, 3.2, 3.5, and 3.6, we have�k+1 � �(�)�1 + 2�2(1 + 2�)n(1� 2�)2 � (64a)��k �1� sin(�) +� �xT�sn� � _xT _sn� � sin4(�) �� _xT�sn� + _sT�xn� � sin3(�)��1 + c0n ���k 1� sin(�) + n(1 + �)22(1� �)3 sin4(�) + 2n 12 (1 + �) 32(1� �)2 sin3(�)!�1 + c0n � (64b)=�k�1 + c0n � �1 + c0n � sin(�) + c2n�1 + c0n � sin4(�) + 2c3n 12 �1 + c0n � sin3(�)�: (64c)Substituting sin(�) = �pn into (64c) gives�k+1 ��kn1 + 2�2(1 + 2�)n(1� 2�)2 � �pn � 2�3(1 + 2�)n 32 (1� 2�)2 + �4(1 + �)22n(1� �)3+ �6(1 + �)2(1 + 2�)n2(1� �)3(1� 2�)2 + 2�3(1 + �) 32n(1� �)2 + 4�5(1 + �) 32 (1 + 2�)n2(1� 2�)2(1� �)2 o=�kn1� �h 1pn � 1n  2�(1 + 2�)(1� 2�)2 + �3(1 + �)22(1� �)3 + 2�2(1 + �) 32(1� �)2 !i� �h 2�2(1 + 2�)n 32 (1� 2�)2 � 1n2  �5(1 + �)2(1 + 2�)(1� �)3(1� 2�)2 + 4�4(1 + �) 32 (1 + 2�)(1� 2�)2(1� �)2 !io (65)For � � 0:148, 2�2(1 + 2�)(1� 2�)2 > �5(1 + �)2(1 + 2�)(1� �)3(1� 2�)2 + 4�4(1 + �) 32 (1 + 2�)(1� 2�)2(1� �)2 ;and 2�(1 + 2�)(1� 2�)2 + �3(1 + �)22(1� �)3 + 2�2(1 + �) 32(1� �)2 < 0:852;therefore, �k+1 < �kn1� �� 1pn � 0:852pn �o = �k �1� 0:148�pn � :This proves (63).We summarize all the results in this section as the following theorem.Theorem 3.2 Let � = 0:148, n � 2, and (xk ; �k; sk) 2 N2(�). Then, for sin(�) = �pn , (x(�); �(�); s(�)) 2N2(2�); (xk+1; �k+1; sk+1) 2 N2(�); and �k+1 � �k �1� 0:148�pn �.Proof: From Corollary 3.1 and lemma 3.12, we have sin(�) � minfsin(~�); sin(��)g Therefore, Lemma 3.10holds, i.e., (x(�); �(�); s(�)) 2 N2(2�). Since sin(�) � sin(��) and (x(�); �(�); s(�)) 2 N2(2�), Lemma3.14 states (xk+1; �k+1; sk+1) 2 N2(�). Since sin(�) = �pn , Lemma 3.17 states �k+1 � �k �1� 0:148�pn �.This �nishes the proof.We present the proposed method as the followingAlgorithm 3.1 (Arc-search path-following)Data: A, H � 0, b, c, � = 0:148, � > 0, initial point (x0; �0; s0) 2 N2(�), and �0 = x0Ts0n .for iteration k = 1; 2; : : : 16



Step 1: Solve the linear systems of equations (12) and (13) to get ( _x; _�; _s) and (�x; ��; �s).Step 2: Let sin(�) = �pn . Update (x(�); �(�); s(�)) and �(�) by (36) and (37).Step 3: Calculate (�x;��;�s) by solving (47), update (xk+1; �k+1; sk+1) and �k+1 by using (48)and (49). Set k + 1! k. Go back to Step 1.end (for)4 Convergence AnalysisThe �rst result in this section extends a result of linear programming (c.f. [23]) to convex quadraticprogramming.Lemma 4.1 Suppose Assumption 2 holds, i.e., Fo 6= ;. Then for each K � 0, the setf(x; s) j (x; �; s) 2 F ; xTs � Kgis bounded.Proof: The proof is almost identical to the proof in [23]. It is given here for completeness. Let (�x; ��; �s)be any �xed vector in Fo, and (x; �; s) be any vector in F with xTs � K. ThenAT(��� �) + (�s� s)�H(�x� x) = 0;Therefore (�x� x)T �AT(��� �) + (�s� s)�H(�x� x)� = 0:Since A(�x � x) = 0;this means (�x� x)T(�s� s) = (�x� x)TH(�x� x) � 0:This leads to �xT�s+K � �xT�s+ xTs � �xTs+ xT�s:Sine (�x; �s) > 0 is �xed, let � = mini=1;��� ;n minf�xi; �sig:Then �xT�s+K � �eT(x+ s) � maxi=1;��� ;nmaxf�xi; �sig;i.e., for i 2 f1; � � � ; ng, 0 � xi � 1� (K + �xT�s); 0 � si � 1� (K + �xT�s):This proves the lemma.The following theorem is a direct result of Lemmas 4.1, 3.1, Theorem 3.2, KKT conditions, TheoremA.2 in [23].Theorem 4.1 Suppose Assumptions 1 and 2 hold, then the sequence generated by Algorithm 3.1 con-verges to a set of accumulation points, and all these accumulation points are global optimal solutions ofthe convex quadratic programming.
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Let (x�; ��; s�) be any solution of (5), where x� is a solution of the primary quadratic programmingand (��; s�) is a solution of the dual quadratic programming, following the notation of [3], we denoteindex sets B, N , and T as B = fj 2 f1; : : : ; ng j x�j 6= 0g: (66)N = fj 2 f1; : : : ; ng j s�j 6= 0g: (67)T = fj 2 f1; : : : ; ng j s�j = x�j = 0g: (68)From Goldman-Tucker theorem [8], it can be shown (see [23]) that if H = 0, then B \ N = ; = Tand B [ N = f1; : : : ; ng. A solution with this property is called strictly complementary. This propertyhas been used in many papers to prove the locally super-linear convergence of interior-point algorithmsin linear programming. However, it is pointed out in [11] that this partition does not hold for generalquadratic programming problems. We will show that as long as a convex quadratic programming hasstrictly complementary solution(s), an interior-point algorithm will generate a sequence to approach strictcomplementary solution(s). As a matter of fact, from Lemma 4.1, we can extend the result of [23, Lemma5.13] to the case of convex quadratic programming, and obtain the following lemma which is independentof any algorithm.Lemma 4.2 Let �0 > 0, and  2 (0; 1). Assume that the convex QP has strictly complementary solu-tion(s). Then for all points (x; �; s) with (x; �; s) 2 Fo, xisi > �, and � < �0, there are constants M ,C1, and C2 such that k(x; s)k �M; (69)0 < xi � �=C1 (i 2 N ); 0 < si � �=C1 (i 2 B): (70)si � C2 (i 2 N ); xi � C2 (i 2 B): (71)Proof: The proof mimics the one in [23, Lemma 5.13]. We present it here for completeness. The �rstresult follows immediately from Lemma 4.1 by setting K = n�0. Let (x�; ��; s�) be any primal-dualstrictly complementary solution. Since (x�; ��; s�) and (x; �; s) are both feasible,A(x � x�) = 0; AT(�� ��) + (s� s�)�H(x� x�) = 0:(x� x�)T(s� s�) = (x� x�)TH(x� x�) � 0: (72)Since (x�; ��; s�) is strictly complementary solution, T = ;, x�i = 0 for i 2 N , and s�i = 0 for i 2 B. SincexTs = n�, (x�)Ts� = 0, from (72), we haven� � xTs� + sTx� =Xi2N xis�i +Xi2B x�i si:Since each term in the summations is positive and bounded above by n�, we have for any i 2 N , s�i > 0,therefore, 0 < xi � n�s�i :Denote 
D = f(��; s�)js�i > 0g and 
P = f(x�)jx�i > 0g, we have0 < xi � n�sup(��;s�)2
D s�i :This leads to maxi2N xi � n�mini2N sup(��;s�)2
D s�i :Similarly, maxi2B si � n�mini2B sup(x�)2
P x�i :18



Combining these 2 inequalities givesmaxfmaxi2N xi;maxi2B sig � n�minfmini2N sup(��;s�)2
D s�i ;mini2B sup(x�)2
P x�i g = �C1 :This proves (70). Finally, xisi � �, hence for any i 2 N ,si � �xi � ��=C1 = C2:Similarly, for any i 2 B, xi � �si � ��=C1 = C2:Lemma 4.2 leads to the followingTheorem 4.2 Let (xk ; �k; sk) 2 N2(�) be generated by Algorithms 3.1. Assume that the convex QP hasstrictly complementary solution(s). Then every limit point of the sequence is a strictly complementaryprimary-dual solution of the convex quadratic programming, i.e.,s�i � C2 (i 2 N ); x�i � C2 (i 2 B): (73)Proof: From Lemma 4.2, (xk ; sk) is bounded, therefore there is at least one limit point (x�; s�). Since(xki ; ski ) is in the neighborhood of the central path, i.e., xki ski > �k = (1� 3�)�k,ski � C2 (i 2 N ); xki � C2 (i 2 B);every limit point will meet (73) due to the fact that C2 is a constant.We now show that the complexity bound of Algorithm 3.1 is O(pn log(1=�)). We need the followingtheorem from [23] for this purpose.Theorem 4.3 Let � 2 (0; 1) be given. Suppose that an algorithm for solving (5) generates a sequence ofiterations that satis�es �k+1 � �1� Æn!��k; k = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; (74)for some positive constants Æ and !. Suppose that the starting point (x0; �0; s0) satis�es �0 � 1=�. Thenthere exists an index K with K = O(n! log(1=�))such that �k � � for 8k � K:Combining Lemma 3.17 and Theorems 4.3 givesTheorem 4.4 The complexity of Algorithm 3.1 is bounded by O(pn log(1=�)).5 Implementation IssuesAlgorithm 3.1 is presented in a form that is convenient for convergence analysis. Some implementationdetails that make the algorithm e�ective and eÆcient are discussed in this section.19



5.1 Termination CriterionAlgorithm 3.1 needs a termination criterion in real implementation. One can use�k � �; (75a)krBk = kAxk � bk � �; (75b)krCk = kAT�k + sk �Hxk � ck � �; (75c)krtk = kXkSke� �ek � �; (75d)(xk ; sk) > 0: (75e)An alternate Criterion is given in linprog [27]krBkmaxf1; kbkg + krCkmaxf1; kckg + �maxf1; kcTxk; kbT�kg � �: (76)5.2 Find Initial (x0; �0; s0) 2 N2(�)Algorithm 3.1 requires an initial point (x0; �0; s0) 2 N2(�). We use a modi�ed algorithm of [4] to providesuch an initial point in our simulation. Denote X = diag(x1; : : : ; xn), S = diag(s1; : : : ; sn), and� = xTsn : (77)Starting from any point (x; �; s) with (x; s) > 0 that may or may not be in Fo, moving the point to apoint close to or on the central path amounts to approximately solvingF (x(t); �(t); s(t)) = 0@ Ax � bAT�+ s�Hx� cXSe� t�e 1A = 0; (x; s) > 0: (78)(78) can be solved by repeatedly searching along Newton directions while keeping (x; s) > 0. In eachstep, the Newton direction (dx; d�; ds) can be calculated by24 A 0 0�H AT IS 0 X 3524 dxd�ds 35 = 24 00�e� x Æ s 35 : (79)This process is described in the followingAlgorithm 5.1 (Find Initial (x0; �0; s0) 2 N2(�))Data: A, H � 0, b, c, � > 0, and initial point (x0; �0; s0) with (x0; s0) > 0.for iteration k = 1; 2; : : :Check conditions krBk = kAxk � bk � �; (80a)krCk = kAT�k + sk �Hxk � ck � �; (80b)krtk = kXkSke� �ek � ��; (80c)(xk ; sk) > 0: (80d)If (80) holds, (xk; �k; sk) is a point in N2(�). Set the solution (x0; �0; s0) = (xk; �k; sk) and stop.20



If (80) does not hold, calculate the Newton direction (dxk ; d�k; dsk) from (79). Carry out line searchalong the Newton direction(xk+1; �k+1; sk+1) = (xk + �dxk ; �k + �d�k ; sk + �dsk) (81)such that the � satis�es (xk + �dxk ; sk + �dsk) > 0 and�kAxk+1 � bk2 + kAT�k+1 + sk+1 �Hxk+1 � ck2 + kXk+1Sk+1e� �ek2�< �kAxk � bk2 + kAT�k + sk �Hxk � ck2 + kXkSke� �ek2� (82)end (for)Remark 5.1 Since (x; s) > 0, and the search direction is toward the central path, it is not surprisingthat we observe in all of our test examples that the condition (xk + �dxk ; sk + �dsk) > 0 always holds.However, a rigorous analysis is needed or an alternative algorithm with rigorous analysis should be usedif one wants to �nd initial points for general convex quadratic programming problems.5.3 Solving Linear Systems of EquationsIn Algorithm 3.1, the majority computational operation in each iteration is to solve linear systemsof equations (12), (13), and (47). Directly solving each of these linear systems of equations requiresO(2n+m)3 operation count. The following Theorem and its corollaries provide a more eÆcient way forsolving these linear systems of equations.Theorem 5.1 Let Â 2 Rn�(n�m) be a base of the null space of A. Let (x; �; s) 2 Fo and ( _x; _�; _s) meet(12). Then, _xx = X�1Â(ÂT �SX�1 +H� Â)�1ÂTSe;_ss = e� _xx ;and _� = �AAT��1A (H _x� _s) :Proof: Pre-multiplying �AAT��1A in AT _�+ _s�H _x = 0 gives the last equation. Since A _x = 0, we haveAX _xx = 0, this means that there exists a vector v such that X _xx = Âv, i.e.,_xx = X�1Âv: (83)From the last row of (12) _ss = e� _xx = e�X�1Âv: (84)Similarly, AT _�+ _s�H _x = 0 is equivalent toS�1AT _�+ _ss � S�1HÂv = 0: (85)Substituting (84) into (85) gives S�1AT _�+ e�X�1Âv � S�1HÂv = 0, or in matrix formh(X�1 + S�1H)Â;�S�1ATi � v_� � = e: (86)Since H is positive semide�nite, (SX�1 +H) is positive de�nite and invertible, hence (X�1 + S�1H) =S�1(SX�1+H) is invertible. Since (X�1+S�1H)�1S�1 = (SX�1+H)�1 is positive de�nite, A and Â21



are full rank matrices, we have that �A(X�1 + S�1H)�1S�1AT� and ÂTS(X�1 + S�1H)Â are positivede�nite and invertible. It is easy to verify that24 �ÂTS(X�1 + S�1H)Â��1 ÂTS� �A(X�1 + S�1H)�1S�1AT��1A(X�1 + S�1H)�1 35h(X�1 + S�1H)Â;�S�1ATi = I:Taking the inverse in (86) gives� v_� � = 24 �ÂTS(X�1 + S�1H)Â��1 ÂTS� �A(X�1 + S�1H)�1S�1AT��1A(X�1 + S�1H)�1 35 e: (87)Substituting (87) into (83) proves the result.Remark 5.2 Â will be a sparse matrix if A is a sparse matrix and if sparse QR decomposition [5] isused. This feature is important for large size problems. �AAT��1A and H are constants and independenton iterations, therefore, �AAT��1A can be stored, and the computation of _� can be very eÆcient. Theexactly same idea can be extended to solve (13) and (47).Corollary 5.1 Let Â 2 Rn�(n�m) be a base of the null space of A. Let (x; �; s) 2 Fo, ( _x; _�; _s) and(�x; ��; �s) meet (12) and (13). De�ne f = �2 _xx Æ _ss . Then,�xx = X�1Â �ÂT �SX�1 +H� Â��1 ÂTSf;�ss = f � �xx;and �� = �AAT��1A (H�x� �s) :Corollary 5.2 Let Â 2 Rn�(n�m) be a base of the null space of A. Let (x; �; s) 2 Fo, ( _x; _�; _s) and(�x; ��; �s) meet (12) and (13). De�ne g = �ex(�)Æs(�) � e. Then,�xx(�) = X�1(�)Â�ÂT �S(�)X�1(�) +H� Â��1 ÂTS(�)g;�ss(�) = g � �xx(�) ;and, �� = �AAT��1A (H�x��s) :Theorem 5.1, Corollaries 5.1 and 5.2 provide eÆcient formulas to calculate ( _x; _�; _s), (�x; ��; �s), and(�x;��;�s). Let Â be obtained by QR decomposition AT = [Q1; Â] � R0 �. The computational proce-dure for _x, �x, _s, �s, _�, and �� is summarized as follows.Algorithm 5.2 (compute _x, �x, _s, �s, _�, and ��)Data: Matrices A, Â, H � 0, X, S, and e.Compute ÂTSe.Compute P = ÂT �SX�1 +H� Â.Compute R = P�1.Compute _x = ÂRÂTSe, _xx = X�1 _x, _ss = �e� _xx�, and _s = S _ss .Compute f = �2 _xx Æ _ss .Compute �x = ÂRÂTSf and �s = Sf � SX�1�x.Compute _� = �AAT��1A (H _x� _s) and �� = �AAT��1A (H�x� �s).22



The computation counts for ( _x; _�; _s) and (�x; ��; �s) are estimated as follows.- Computing ÂTSe, O((n�m)n);- Computing R = �ÂT �SX�1 +H� Â��1, O((n �m)n2 + (n�m)2n+ (n�m)3);- Computing _x = ÂRÂTSe, _xx = X�1 _x, _ss = �e� _xx�, and _s = S _ss , O(n(n�m) + n);- Computing f = �2 _xx Æ _ss , O(n);- Computing �x = ÂRÂTSf and �s = Sf � SX�1�x, O(n(n�m) + n).- Computing _� = �AAT��1A (H _x� _s) and �� = �AAT��1A (H�x� �s), O(n(n+m) + n).Clearly, this implementation is much cheaper than directly solving the systems of equations. A similaralgorithm is used to calculate (�x;��;�s).Algorithm 5.3 (compute �x;��;�s)Data: Matrices A, Â, H � 0, X(�), S(�), and e.Compute g = X�1(�)S�1(�)�e� e.Compute ÂTS(�)g.Compute P = ÂT �S(�)X�1(�) +H� Â.Compute R = P�1.Compute �x = ÂRÂTS(�)g and �s = S(�)g � S(�)X�1(�)�x.Compute �� = �AAT��1A (H�x��s).Remark 5.3 It may rotate the direction of x Æ s in (12) so that the ellipse will better approximate thecentral path. Let w = x Æ s� k(�x;��;�s)k�2ek(xk+1; �k+1; sk+1)� (xk ; �k; sk)k : (88)This can be done by replacing x Æ s with h = w kxÆskkwk , and replacing e by S�1X�1h in Algorithm 5.2.5.4 Duality Gap ReductionDirectly using sin(�) = �pn in Algorithm 3.1 provides an e�ective formula to prove the polynomiality.However, this choice of sin(�) is too conservative in practice because the search step in N2(2�) may besmall and the duality gap may not be reduced fast enough. A better choice of sin(�) should have a largerstep in every iteration so that the polynomiality is reserved and fast convergence is achieved.From analysis in Section 3, conditions that restrict step size are proximity conditions, positivityconditions, and duality reduction condition. Assuming � � 0:148, the proximity condition (52) holdsfor (xk+1; sk+1) without other restriction; but three more factors restrict the search step length. First,proximity condition (39) is met for sin(�) 2 [0; sin(~�)], where sin(~�) is the smallest positive solutionof (35) and it is estimated very conservatively in Lemma 3.12. However, an eÆcient implementationshould use sin(~�), the smallest positive solution of (35). Since (35) is a quartic function of sin(�), thecost of �nding the smallest positive solution is negligible [12]. Second, from (40) and (53), �(�) > 0 isrequired for positivity conditions (x(�); s(�)) > 0 and (xk+1; sk+1) > 0 to hold. Since sin(��) estimatedin Corollary 3.1 may be a little conservative, we directly calculate the smallest positive solution of�(�) � �(1� sin(�)) � 1n�( _xT _s) sin4(�) + ( _xT _s) sin2(�)� = �; (89)where � > 0 is a small number. The positivity conditions are guaranteed for all sin(�) 2 [0; sin(��)]. Since(89) is a quartic function of sin(�), the cost of �nding the smallest positive solution is negligible. Third,from (64a) and Lemma 3.8, for �k+1 � �k to hold, we need2�2(1 + 2�)n(1� 2�)2 ��1 + 2�2(1 + 2�)n(1� 2�)2 � sin(�) +�1 + 2�2(1 + 2�)n(1� 2�)2 � �xT�sn� �sin2(�) + sin4(�)� � 0:23



For the sake of convergence analysis, Lemma 3.17 is used. For eÆcient implementation, the followingsolution should be adopted. Denote p = 2�2(1+2�)n(1�2�)2 > 0, q = �xT�sn� > 0, z = sin(�) 2 [0; 1], andF (z) = (1 + p)qz4 + (1 + p)qz2 � (1 + p)z + p:For z 2 [0; 1] and q � 16 , F 0(z) = (1 + p)(4qz3 + 2qz � 1) � 0, therefore, the upper bound of the dualitygap is a monotonic decreasing function of sin(�) for � 2 [0; �2 ]. The larger the � is, the smaller the upperbound of the duality gap will be. For q > 16 , to minimize the upper bound of the duality gap, we can �ndthe solution of F 0(z) = 0. It is easy to check from discriminator [21] that the cubic polynomial F 0(z) hasonly one real solution which is given bysin(��) = 3vuut n�8�xT�s +s� n�8�xT�s�2 +�16�3 + 3vuut n�8�xT�s �s� n�8�xT�s�2 +�16�3:Since F 00(sin(��) = (1 + p)(12q sin2(��) + 2q) > 0, at sin(��) 2 [0; 1), the upper bound of the duality gap isminimized. Therefore, we can de�ne�� = 8>>><>>>: �2 ; if �xT�sn� � 16sin�1 3r n�8�xT�s +q� n�8�xT�s�2 + � 16�3 + 3r n�8�xT�s �q� n�8�xT�s�2 + � 16�3! ; if �xT�sn� > 16 : (90)It is worthwhile to note that for � < ��, F 0(sin(�)) < 0, i.e., F (sin(�)) is a monotonic decreasing functionof � 2 [0; ��]. As we can see from the above discussion, �� and �� are used for satisfying positivity conditionsand minimizing the upper bound of the duality gap, and there is little room to improve these values. Tofurther minimize the duality gap in each iteration, we may select the �nal step size sin(�) as follows.Algorithm 5.4 (Select step size)Data: Fixed iteration number `, sin(��), sin(��), and sin(~�).Step 1: If sin(~�) = minfsin(��); sin(��); sin(~�)g < minfsin(��); sin(��)g = sin(��), using golden sectionsearch (` iterations) to get an � in the interval [sin(~�); sin(��)] such thatx(�) Æ s(�)� �(�)e � 2��(�):Step 2: Otherwise, select � = ��.Remark 5.4 It has been noted that sin(~�) is signi�cantly smaller than sin(��) in many iterations. Hence,the proposed method of selecting the step size improves the performance of the algorithm described below.The computation for the step size is negligible compared to the computation of the linear systems ofequations.Therefore, Algorithm 3.1 can be implemented as follows.Algorithm 5.5 (Arc-search path-following)Data: A, H � 0, b, c, � = 0:148, � > � > 0.Step 0: Find initial point (x0; �0; s0) 2 N2(�) using Algorithm 5.1, and �0 = x0Ts0n .for iteration k = 1; 2; : : :Step 1: If (76) holds or � � �, stop. Otherwise continue.Step 2: Compute ( _x; _�; _s) and (�x; ��; �s) using Algorithm 5.2.24



Step 3: Find sin(~�), the smallest positive solution of the quartic polynomial of (35), sin(��), thesmallest positive solution of the quartic polynomial of (89), and sin(��) from (90). Select � byAlgorithm 5.4. Update (x(�); �(�); s(�)) and �(�) by (36) and (37).Step 4: Compute (�x;��;�s) using Algorithm 5.3, update (xk+1; �k+1; sk+1) and �k+1 by using(48) and (49). Set k + 1! k. Go back to Step 1.end (for)Remark 5.5 The condition � > � guarantees that the equation (89) has a positive solution before ter-minate criterion is met.6 Preliminary Numerical TestIn this section, we will �rst use a simple example to demonstrate how the algorithm works. Then we willtest QP examples originating from [13] and compare the result with the one reported in [10].6.1 A Simple ExampleIn this subsection, we use a problem in [20, page 464] to illustrate the di�erence between the active setmethod and the arc-search interior-point method developed in this paper.Example 6.1The problem is given as follows. minx f(x) = (x1 � 1)2 + (x2 � 2:5)2 (91a)subject to x1 � 2x2 + 2 � 0; (91b)�x1 � 2x2 + 6 � 0; (91c)�x1 + 2x2 + 2 � 0; (91d)x1 � 0; x2 � 0: (91e)The optimal solution is x� = (1:4; 1:7). By using the active set method, assuming that every searchprovides an accurate solution and the initial point is x0 = (2; 0), the active set algorithm �nds theinitial active set, constraints 3 and 5, then searches to the point x1 = (1; 0), then searches to the pointx2 = (1; 1:5), then �nds the optimal solution. The detail of the search procedure is provided in [20, pages464-465]. The search path is depicted in the red line in Figure 1.The problem is converted to the standard form suitable for interior point algorithms as follows.minx f(x) = 12xTHx+ cTx+ 7:25 (92a)subject to x1 � 2x2 � x3 + 2 = 0; (92b)�x1 � 2x2 � x4 + 6 = 0; (92c)�x1 + 2x2 � x5 + 2 = 0; (92d)x1 � 0; x2 � 0; x3 � 0; x4 � 0; x5 � 0; (92e)where H = diag(2; 2; 0; 0; 0), cT = (�2;�5; 0; 0; 0), bT = (�2;�6;�2). In standard form, the optimalsolution is x� = (1:4; 1:7; 0:0; 1:2; 4:0). The initial point x0 = (2; 0:01; 0:01; 0:01; 0:01) and s0 =(0:5; 100; 100; 100; 100) is used so that the initial x is an interior point and close to the initial pointof the active set method. This initial point satis�es x0 Æ s0 = e. � = 0:000001 is used in the terminationcriterion. � = 0:000001�3 is used in (89). The central path projected in the (x1; x2) plane in Figures 1,2, and 3 is a dot line in black. The approximations of the central path are ellipses that are projectedto the (x1; x2) plane in Figures 1, 2, and 3. They are dot lines in blue. Unlike its counterpart inlinear programming, the central path is not close to a straight line, but the ellipse approximation of the25
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Figure 1: Arc-search for the example in [20, page 464].
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Figure 2: Arc-search approaches optimal solution for the example.central path in quadratic programming is still very good. The corrector step is also very eÆcient inbringing the iterate back to the central path. Figures 2 and 3 are magni�ed parts of Figure 1. Theyprovide more detailed information when the arc-search approaches the optimal solution. In the plots,the red 'x' is the initial point of the test problem; the red circle 'o' are the points obtained by eitherAlgorithm 5.1 (move to the central path initially) or the correct steps (Step 4); the green circle 'o'are the points obtained by searching along the ellipses (Step 3); the red '*' is the optimal solution ofthe problem. After �ve (5) iterations, the algorithm �nds the optimal solution of this problem. Atconvergence point, the slack variable is s� = (0; 0; 0:8; 0; 0), therefore, the algorithm converges to astrict complementary solution. The duality gap values in the iterations are (�0; �1; �2; �3; �4; �5) =(1; 0:45454; 0:03578; 6:38692e � 004; 3:08053e � 007; 7:63864e � 014). From these �gures, we cansee intuitively that searching along an ellipse that approximates the central path is attractive. Theconvergence rate appears to be super-linear.6.2 Test on Problems in [13]In [10], a quadratic programming software LOQO is described and numerical test were conducted formany quadratic programming problems. Among these test problems, seven originate from a widelyused test set for nonlinear programming published in [13]. The proposed algorithm is implemented inMATLAB and tested for these 7 problems. The result is compared to the one obtained by LOQO [10].26
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Figure 3: Arc-search approaches optimal solution for the example.Table 1: Iteration counts for test problems in [13]Problem iteration numbers objective value iteration numbers objective valueusing arc-search obtained by arc-search using LOQO obtained by LOGOhs021 12 4.0000001e-2 13 4.0000001e-2hs035 6 -8.8888889e+0 8 -8.8888889e+0hs035mod 5 -8.7500000e+0 5 -8.7499999e+0hs051 4 -6.0000000e+0 8 -6.0000000e+0hs052 8 -6.7335244e-1 9 -6.7335244e-1hs051 8 -1.9069767e+0 11 -1.9069767e+0hs076 6 -4.6818182e+0 13 -4.6818182e+0The polynomial algorithm proposed in this paper uses few iterations and converges to some equally goodor better points in all problems. The comparison is listed in Table 1. For these 7 problems, LOQO uses67 iterations while the proposed algorithm uses 49 iterations, 27% fewer in total iterations than LOQO;and the latter converges to points which have equal or higher accuracy in objective functions.7 ConclusionsThis paper proposed an arc-search interior-point path-following algorithm for convex quadratic program-ming that searches the optimizers along ellipses that approximate central path. The algorithm is provedto be polynomial with the complexity bound O(pn log(1=�)). A simple example is provided to demon-strate how the algorithm works. Preliminary test on quadratic programming problems originating from[13] shows that the proposed algorithm is promising. A MATLAB M-�le implementation of Algorithm5.5 is available from the author.References[1] A. Altman and J. Gondzio, Regularized symmetric inde�nite systems in interior point methodsfor linear and quadratic optimization, Optimization Methods and Software, 11 (1999), pp. 275{302.[2] D. Bayer and J. Lagaris, The nonlinear geometry of linear programming, i. aÆne and projectivescaling trajectories, Transactions of the American Mathematical Society, 314 (1989), pp. 499{526.27
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